
Monday 

9:15am 
SPINNING      

with Shannon 

9:15am      
DANCE FUSION 

with Tracy 

10:15am 
STRETCH         

with Tracy 

4:30pm         
YOGA              

with Joyce 

5:30pm 
SPINNING       
with Sheila 

6:30pm 
BODYPUMP  

with Michelle 

Tuesday 

5:45am 
BOOTCAMP  

with Kittie/Jenny 

8:00am 
BODYFLOW  
with Cheryl 

9:15am 
BOOTCAMP  
with Chrissy 

4:30pm 
BODYPUMP  
with Lauren 

5:30pm 
BODYCOMBAT 
with Michelle 

Wednesday 

5:45am 
BODYCOMBAT 
wtih Michelle 

9:15am    
PLYOGA          

with Chrissy                                 

10:15am    
DANCE FUSION 

with Tracy 

5:30pm 
BODYPUMP  
with Lauren 

6:30pm 
BODYFLOW  
with Lauren 

Thursday 

8:45am        
CORE 30        

with Shannon 

9:15am 
BODYPUMP  

with Shannon 

4:30pm 
YOGA/PILATES 

with Joyce 

5:30pm 
BODYSTEP     

with Michelle 

6:30pm   
STRETCH          

with Michelle 

Friday 

5:45am 
BOOTCAMP  

with John 

9:15am     
DANCE FUSION 

with Tracy 

8:00am 
BODYFLOW   
with Cheryl 

9:15am        
30/30             

with Michelle 

Saturday 

9:15am        
30/30             

with Sheila      
9/7 and 9/21  

9:15am         
BODYPUMP              

with Erin         
9/14 and 9/28 

Sunday 

1:30pm 
BODYPUMP  
with Lauren 

2:30pm 
BODYFLOW     
with Lauren 

440 W Powell Road Collierville, TN 38017  901-861-2110 www.daclife.com 
Questions Contact: Michelle McMath at mmcmath@daclife.com 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
BODYCOMBAT combines moves developed from a range of self-defense disciplines such as karate, boxing, & kickboxing.  60 minutes 

BODYFLOW is a class that reinforces flexibility and strength, combining the best of Yoga, Tai Chi & Pilates. 60 minutes 

BODYPUMP is a rapid fat-burning class that uses barbells to give you the fastest way to tone & condition muscles! 60 minutes 

BODYSTEP is the ultimate way to give your body a high energy cardioblast which tones the hips & thighs. 60 minutes 

BOOTCAMP is a dynamic cardiovascular & muscular strengthening workout that helps tone to the level you desire.  45 minutes 

CORE 30 is our abdominals class that trains all the muscles around the core. It also targets the glutes, hips, & lower back.  30 minutes 

DANCE FUSION isn’t just a dance class but a high energy class with dance moves to sweat off the fat while having fun! 60 minutes 

PLYOGA uses the centered & balanced principles of yoga as an active recovery for segments of plyometric movements. 60 minutes 

SPINNING is an indoor cycling class to improve muscular & cardiovascular endurance. 45 to 60 minutes 

STRETCH simply put is our stretching class. It’s is a great combination of upper & lower body focused stretches. 20 to 30 minutes 

YOGA is a full-body relaxation & balance class, with standing postures, twists, forward folds & hip openers. 60 minutes 

YOGA/PILATES offers both yoga poses for lengthening & Pilates movements for strength and stability. 60 minutes 

30/30 a combo class that starts off with 30 minutes of cycle followed by 30 minutes of strength training or core training.  60 minutes 

Group Fitness Schedule - Effective September 1st 

NEW 

NEW 

The classes marked with a red flag  need some love!  Sadly, red flagged classes that aren’t consistently attended by at least 5 

people will be moved to a new day/time, replaced with something different or completely removed from the schedule. 

 

Revised 


